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On products in the coarse shape category
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.A,bstracl In this talk we intend to the study of coarse shape of
Cartesian products of topological spaces. We show that the Cartesian
product of two compact Hausdorff spaces is a product in the coarse
shape category. Finally, we show that the shape groups and the coarse
shape groups commute with products under some conditions.

I Introductiou

Since founding shape theory by K. Borsuk [l], it has been developing in several directions. R.ecenrly, N. Koceic
Bilan a.ld N. Uglesic have extended the shape theory by constructing a coarse shape category denoted by Shl- o.,,
rvhere P is a pro-reflective subcategory of 7, whose objects are all objects of 7. Its isomorphisms classifu obiilit
of 7 strictly coarser than the shape does. This category is functorially related to the shape category Sh17,p1 by a
faithful functor and consequently the shape category Shtr,p) can be considered as a subcategory of Shi"- o.,. 

'Since

the homctopy category of pciyhedra HPol, is pro-reflective (dense) in tle homotopy category HTop, rhe lolirie shape
category Shiuroo,nroly::Sh* is weii-defined. The shape and coarse shape coincide on the class of spaces having
honrotopy type of polyhedra.

For every category I an essential question is:
Does a category 7 adnit products?

Although there are several patlicuiar results concerning this question for the shape, this problem is stili open for this
caiegory. It is well-known that for cornpact Hausdorffspaces X and Y, their Cartesia-r product X x Y is a product in
this category [3]. On the other side it was shown by Keesling that Cartesian product of fwo non-compact spaces need
not be their product in the shape category. Therefore, the followlng question naturally has arisen:
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F* +G* :< f > * <g* ):( f *g* ):< t(/i)l+[(si)] >:< l(fi +gi)l >,

2 Products in coarse sbape category

As we know the shape category doesn't have the product, in general. We intend to verify the existence of product in the
coarse shape catqgory. By a similar argument of [5] we proved that the Cartesian proiuct of two compact Hausdorff
spaces is a product in this category. In this section, we prove that if the Cartesian product of two spaces X and y
admits an HPol-expansion, which is the Cartesian producf of HPol-expansion of these spaces, then X x y is a product
in the-coarse shape category. Finally, we show that the kth shape groups and the lcth coarse shape groups of compact
Hausdorffspaces commute with the product for every ,t e N.

Now, we intend to prove that X xY is a product in the coarse shape category under some conditions. First considei
some notations.

Letp: X -+ X: (Xl,p.rl,,A) andq : y -+ y : (y1,,Qp1r,,M)bemorphismsofpr+.HTop. ThenX x y:
(X; x Y;,_, pr.r , x Qpp, ,A x M) is an inverse system a'rd t/-mappingt O^ * q, , i xy -+ X^ 

" 
t; i;;;;;hlr;

p x q: x xY -rX x Yinpro-HTop,where Lx M isdirectedbyputting(),/r) s (),,p;jir*oonlyif,\ ( xand
t'1 /.

Todefinethecanonicalprojectionzri fixanindexpl e M. Lel rn{ : X x y -+ Xbethe S--morphismwhich
consistsof theindexfunction fp: lt -+ A x r-f definedby/r(A) : i),p)andof thesetof homotopyclassesof
proiections 'n*u_, xs x Y* --* XL ,\ € A, n, € N. rf p' is another index in M, then rzri and ,'n1i";;i;;i.;;
^9'-morphisrns. Hence they induce the same rnorphism of pro*-HTop which is denoted uy 

".tl 
ro the foiiowing-th.o.*n,

we show that every pair of inverse systems X and Y has a product in the category of p.o'-Fitop. 
---o -'--':'--

Theorern l. LetXandYbeinversesystemsofspaces. Letl* : Z-+Xa:rdg*: Z-+y bemorphismsofpro*-HTop, 
f;,thenthereexistsauniquemorphismh* :Z-+ X x Yinprc*-HTopsuchthainih*:;" andzrih* -g*. !-

Theorern 2. \f X andYadmitFlPol-expansionsp: X -+ Xandq: Y -+ y,respectivelysuchthatp x q: X xy -+ FiX x Y is an HPol-expansion, then X x Y along with the co€lrse shape molphisms s- (a.x ) and S-lzy j, induced by [ttordinary projections, is a product in the coarse shape category.

Mardesicshowedthatif p: X -+ Xandq: Y -+ YarellPo!-expansionsofcompactHausdorffspacesXand G
Y,respectively,thenpxq: X xY -rXxYisalsoanHPol-expansionofXxy[5,Lemma2andTheorem4]. t''
Theref,ore we have the following result from Theorem 2.

Corollary l. lf X and Y are compact Hausdorffspaces, then X xY together with the coarse shape morphisms S. (ry ) 
rU

and ,5'(ry) is a product in the csarse shape category Sh*.

N' Koceic Bilan [3] introduced the ath coarse 
llung rorlq ii (X, r), ,t € N, as the ser of all coarse shape morphisrns i.:F- : (54, *) -r (X, r) with the following murtiprication *tiirti*ut.. it a group.

t9 J,r

(Q) For which topological spaces the cartesian product X x Y along with the induced projections form a product of frlX and Y in the shape caregory?
In this talk, we consider the problem (Q) in the coane shape category. Before studying products in coarse shape

category we study products in the category pro'-HTop and we show that every pair of inverse systems X, y in this $j 
tt

category has a product. As a consequence we show that the Cartesian productiit*o compact H;"J;rtr;;";; il; t--
product in the coarse shape. Also we show that the shape groups and the coarse shape group, (of compact Hausdorff
spaces) commute with the product under some conditions. F
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where coarse shape morphisms F* and G* are represented by morphisms t* : lU, fn)and g* : [(s, si)] : (se, x) _+
(X, x), in pro*-HPol*, respectively. In follow, we show that the ihupr groups ana thi coarie shape groups of coarse ftshape path connected, compact and Ftrausdorffspaces commute with the product. N. Koceic Bilan proved that if X is a -*:
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coarse shape path connected space, then .fi (X, o0) g i; (X, c1) for any two points cs, 11 € X and every k e Ns [4,
Corollary ll.

Theorem 3. If X and )/ are co:rse shape path connected spaces which admit HPol-expansions p : X -+ X and
q:Y-+Y,respectivelysuchthatpxq:XxY-+XxYisanHPol-expansion,theni;i(Xxy)=i;(X)x,n'i(Y),
foreveryfteN.

Renark 1. (i) With the assumption of Theorem 3 and similar to its proof we can show that rip(X x Y) = n;(X) x
'nr(Y), for every /c e N.
(iD IfX and Y are coarse shape path connected, compact and Hausdorffspaces, then by a result of[5, Theorem l0]
p x q: X xY -+ X x YisanHPol-expansion,where p: X -+ Xandq: Y -+ YareHPol+xpansionsofX andY,
respectively. Therefore in this case the :f1 and z1[ commute with finite products, for every /c € N, by Theorem 3.
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